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1. Scientific seminars
Six scientific seminars were organized during the first year of the project at the site of UAIC, the coordinating institution. Each seminar included a presentation of a latest research topic given by a staff
member of the partner institutions UniNE and TUD. The topics covered addressed completely the technical scope of the project, and also covered several close areas of interest. The seminars, given the
advanced technical details, were mostly addressed to the researchers of the organizing institution who
had the opportunity to find out about latest developments and expand their research activity interests.
Nevertheless, each presentation was openly advertised also for senior students by making it public on
the project site, on the students and staff email lists and as well by using informative posters publicly
displayed in the organizing institution. We present below the description (abstract) of each seminar,
as it was announced by the speakers and categorize the presentations within the main three targeted
directions corresponding to the project tasks. One aspect to consider, however, is that most presentations touched multiple aspects related to the targeted technical field and actually fit at the intersection
of different research directions. This contributed to reach a wider audience.

1.1

Scientific seminars focused on scalability (corresponding to Task T2.1)

EpTO: An Epidemic Total Order Algorithm for Large-Scale Distributed Systems
Dr. Hugues Mercier (Université de Neuchâtel)
Date: March 1st, 2016
Description: The ordering of events is a fundamental problem of distributed computing and has been
extensively studied over several decades. From all the available orderings, total ordering is of particular
interest as it provides a powerful abstraction for building reliable distributed applications. Unfortunately, deterministic total order algorithms scale poorly and are therefore unfit for modern large-scale
applications. The main contribution presented in this talk is EpTO, a total order algorithm with probabilistic agreement that scales both in the number of processes and events. EpTO provides deterministic
safety and probabilistic liveness: integrity, total order and validity are always preserved, while agreement is achieved with arbitrarily high probability. We show that EpTO is well-suited for large-scale
dynamic distributed systems: it does not require a global clock nor synchronized processes, and it is
highly robust even when the network suffers from large delays and significant churn and message loss.
Codes Endowed with the Rank Metric
Alberto Ravagnani (Université de Neuchâtel)
Date: April 26th, 2016
Description: Network coding is a novel research field in the panorama of coding theory that comes as
an answer to the problem of efficient and reliable transmissions over networks. The typical scenario
within network coding consists of one source of information that attempts to transmit certain messages to several receivers via a network of intermediate nodes.
Rank-metric codes play a crucial role in the context of network transmissions, as they allow to correct
errors and erasures that may occur at the intermediate nodes of the network.
In my talk I will discuss the most important properties of codes endowed with the rank-metric, and
present the algebraic parameters that describe their performance in the context of network transmissions (e.g. the minimum rank distance and the rank distribution). I will then introduce quasi-MRD rankmetric codes, and present some new results on their rank distribution.
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Read-Log-Update: A Lightweight Synchronization Mechanism for Concurrent Programming
Prof. Pascal Felber (Université de Neuchâtel)
Date: May 19th, 2016
Description: This presentation introduces read-log-update (RLU), a novel extension of the popular
read-copy-update (RCU) synchronization mechanism that supports scalability of concurrent code by
allowing unsynchronized sequences of reads to execute concurrently with updates. RLU overcomes
the major limitations of RCU by allowing, for the first time, concurrency of reads with multiple writers,
and providing automation that eliminates most of the programming difficulty associated with RCU
programming. At the core of the RLU design is a logging and coordination mechanism inspired by software transactional memory algorithms. In a collection of micro-benchmarks in both the kernel and
user space, we show that RLU both simplifies the code and matches or improves on the performance
of RCU. As an example of its power, we show how it readily scales the performance of a real-world
application, Kyoto Cabinet, a truly difficult concurrent programming feat to attempt in general, and in
particular with classic RCU.

1.2

Scientific seminars focused on dependability (corresponding to Task T2.2)

Resilient and Efficient Communication in Many-Core Systems using Network Coding
Dr. Elke Franz (TU Dresden)
Date: April 28th, 2016
Description: Network coding is a promising approach for increasing throughput, energy efficiency, and
reliability of data transmission. Therefore, the use of network coding for various scenarios have been
investigated. This talk discussed the applicability on network coding for many-core network-on-chips.
Due to technology scaling, the number of processor cores on a chip constantly increases. Already today, we reach the domain of so called many-core systems-on-chip. However, this advance comes at
the cost of reliability, which especially affects the communication performance of the underlying network-on-chip. Today's resiliency concepts for network-on-chip like automatic repeat request with retransmission are not feasible anymore and lead to long latencies and high network load.
We investigated an on-chip transmission concept based on random linear network coding to provide
high resiliency and an efficient communication in many-core processors at the same time. The concept
offers a flexible and efficient computable coding scheme, which is well suited for on-chip communication and allows to exploit the path diversity of large networks. First, we used a flit-level cycle-accurate
simulation model to investigate the performance potential of the proposed transmission scheme on a
network-on-chip with 64 cores. Second, we proposed an analytic model for random linear network
coding in network-on-chip with retransmission, which is able to provide a very accurate performance
estimation close to the cycle-accurate simulation. Finally, we applied the analytic model to investigate
the performance potential on the large-scale, assuming a processor with 1024 cores.
Adaptive Fault Tolerance for Data Streaming Systems
Dr. André Martin (TU Dresden)
Date: May 13th, 2016
Description: Event Stream Processing (ESP) Systems are currently facing a renaissance in the data processing area as they provide results at low latency compared to the traditional MapReduce approach.
In order to ensure responsiveness, active replication is an often used approach for fault tolerance for
those classes of applications. Although the approach provides a quick recovery, it comes with a high
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price as it consumes almost twice the resources. In addition to active replication, a number of alternative mechanisms such as active and passive standby as well as passive replication exist that consume
considerable less resources, however, at the cost of a longer recovery time. Since ESP applications are
highly dynamic systems, such recovery times may also be in acceptable ranges for the user as the time
to recover from a crash strongly depends on factors such as event throughput and state size that
greatly vary over the course of processing. In this talk, I will present an adaptive approach for fault
tolerance that is tailored to ESP application operating in cloud environments. Our evaluation shows
that the overall resource footprint for fault tolerance can be considerably reduced using our adaptive
approach without consequences to the recovery time.

1.3

Scientific seminars focused on security (corresponding to Task T2.3)

Secure Content Based Routing and further directions on Intel SGX (Secure Guard Extensions)
Rafael Pires (Université de Neuchâtel)
Date: November 4th, 2016
Description: Content-based routing (CBR) is a powerful model that supports scalable asynchronous
communication among large sets of geographically distributed nodes. In order to efficiently perform
its matching step, a CBR router must see the content of the messages sent by data producers, as well
as the filters (or subscriptions) registered by data consumers, which represents a threat to privacy. In
this work, we implement a CBR engine that takes advantage of trusted hardware extensions that have
just been introduced in off-the-shelf processors, namely Intel software guard extensions (SGX). Thanks
to it, the compute-intensive CBR operations can operate on decrypted data shielded by secure enclaves and leverage efficient matching algorithms. Our experimental evaluation shows that SGX adds
only limited overhead to insecure plaintext matching outside secure enclaves while providing much
better performance and more powerful filtering capabilities than alternative software-only solutions.
An overview of Intel's software development kit for SGX, as well as some current and future work to
suit our system for processing large amounts of data will also be discussed.

Figure 1 Scientific seminar at UAIC organized in EBSIS project
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2. Advanced specialization sessions in the consortium
A number of two advanced specialization sessions of one week were carried internally in the consortium during the first project year. The initial planning in Task T2.4 foresaw longer specialization sessions, with a minimum of one longer individual visit during one year to one of the UniNE or TUD project
partners. However, due to the lack of availability for a longer visit of UAIC staff (due to academic activity obligations) we found more feasible and appropriate to split the individual longer visit in multiple
shorter visits. This also permitted more of the UAIC academic staff and senior students to benefit from
this action. More precisely, three members of the academic staff, two PhD students and two master
students were involved in the organized visits. During the first project year the visits were made to
UniNE, whereas UAIC guests were able to attend a comprehensive selection of presentations in scientific seminars and a workshop. Moreover, the senior UAIC staff members have given talks at UniNE
presenting the current research in UAIC with the objective of finding future avenues of research collaboration. Various additional discussions were also held. We summarize below the agenda of the sessions organized as part of Task T2.4.

2.1

Event Based Systems and Related Topics seminars week

This first internal advanced specialization session was organized at the UniNE partner between
29.05.2016-5.06.2016 and involved three senior staff members of UAIC. The visit was focused on actions targeting experience exchange between the research groups in the two institutions. Various
meetings and discussions were held both focused on potential research collaboration on the main
topic of the projects – event based systems, and as well on correlated topics such as information retrieval and data mining. These represent areas of current research of the visiting staff and a contact
was established with corresponding groups in the University of Neuchâtel, both from the Institute of
Computer Science – the representative department involved in the project, as well as the Institute of
Information Management from the Faculty of Economics within the same university. A rich schedule
of presentations was programmed for the duration of the visit from both the staff of UniNE and UAIC.
The scheduled presentations were the following:
The Multimedia and User Credibility Knowledge Extraction (MUCKE) Project – Guest Seminar
Prof. Adrian Iftene (UAIC)
Date: May 30th, 2016
Description: MUCKE addresses the stream of multimedia social data with new and reliable knowledge
extraction models designed for multilingual and multimodal data shared on social networks. It departs
from current knowledge extraction models, which are mainly quantitative, by giving a high importance
to the quality of the processed data, in order to protect the user not just from spam, but also from an
avalanche of equally [topically] relevant data. It does so using two central innovations: automatic user
credibility estimation for multimedia streams and adaptive multimedia concept similarity.
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Figure 2 Presentation in EBSIS seminars week at UniNE

Online Mining of Data Streams – Information Management Seminar
Dr. Ionel Tudor Calistru (UniNE)
Date: June 1st, 2016
Description: In recent years, data streams have become the main source of what we call the big data
today. In many important domains such as health-care, finance, sensor networks, molecular biology
and lots of others, we do not talk any more about very large data-sets; we talk about data-sets that
grow continuously at a rate of several million new entries a day. While most of the current data mining
techniques have been successfully applied to very large databases, the open-ended nature of data
streams as well as the limited memory and time resources make traditional data mining approaches
become unsuitable. Consequently, we have been focusing on designing a data mining technique that,
on the one hand, meets the single-pass constraint by reading the stream data only once, and on the
other hand, can adapt and take the benefits of a distributed processing environment.
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Figure 3 Presentation in EBSIS seminars week at UniNE
Evaluating the cost and robustness of self-organizing Distributed Hash Tables – Research Presentation
Dr. Heverson B. Ribeiro (UniNE)
Date: June 2nd, 2016
Description: Self-organizing construction principles are a natural fit for large-scale distributed system
in unpredictable deployment environments. These principles allow a system to systematically converge to a global state by means of simple, uncoordinated actions by individual peers. Indexing services
based on the distributed hash table (DHT) abstraction have been established as a solid foundation for
large-scale distributed applications. Most DHT algorithms assume explicit construction. The creation
and maintenance of the overlay structure relies on the exploration and update of an existing and already stabilized structure. We evaluate in this paper the practical interest of self-organizing principles,
and in particular gossip-based overlay construction protocols, to bootstrap and maintain various DHT
implementations. Based on the seminal work on T-Chord, a self-organizing version of Chord using the
T-Man overlay construction service, we contribute three additional self-organizing DHTs: T-Pastry, TKademlia and T-Kelips. We conduct an experimental evaluation of the cost and performance of each
of these designs when deployed on up to 600 nodes using a prototype implementation. Our conclusion
is that, while providing equivalent performance in a stabilized system, self-organizing DHTs are able to
sustain and recover from higher level of churn than their explicitly created counterparts, and should
therefore be considered as a method of choice for deploying robust indexing layers in adverse environments.
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Towards Scalable and Dependable Privacy-Preserving Publish/Subscribe Services – Short Research
Presentation
Dr. Emanuel Onica (UAIC)
Date: June 2nd, 2016
Description: Security guarantees are required features for cloud services. Among these, the preservation of user data privacy is critical. However, the necessity to perform computation over user data by
the service providers makes this guarantee hard to provide. This necessity often becomes a requirement for services that depend on the nature of the data, such as publish/subscribe (pub/sub) routing
solutions. Most of proposed solutions for privacy-preserving pub/sub fail to satisfactorily address
scalability and dependability along privacy issues. In this short talk, we define a set of requirements
that should be met by a scalable and dependable privacy-preserving pub/sub solution.
Projection Pursuit: Methods and Applications – Guest Seminar
Prof. Mihaela Breabăn (UAIC)
Date: June 2nd, 2016
Description: Projection Pursuit (PP) is a general framework for linear feature extraction, with large
applicability in dimensionality reduction, data visualization, classification and outlier detection. Feature extraction algorithms like PCA and ICA and supervised classification algorithms like LDA are some
popular examples of algorithms that adhere to the family of PP techniques. Generally, PP aims at identifying linear projections in data that reveal interesting properties/distribution. After a review of popular PP techniques and applications, contributions in this area based on Evolutionary algorithms will
be described.

Figure 4 Presentation in EBSIS seminars week at UniNE
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Enhanced Energy Efficiency with the Actor Model on Heterogeneous Architectures – Research Presentation
Yaroslav Hayduk (UniNE)
Date: June 3rd, 2016
Description: Due to rising energy costs, energy-efficient data centers have gained increasingly more
attention in research and practice. Optimizations targeting energy efficiency are usually performed on
an isolated level, either by producing more efficient hardware, by reducing the number of nodes simultaneously active in a data center, or by applying dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS). Energy consumption is, however, highly application dependent. We therefore argue that, for best energy
efficiency, it is necessary to combine different measures both at the programming and at the runtime
level.
As there is a tradeoff between execution time and power consumption, we vary both independently
to get insights on how they affect the total energy consumption. We choose frequency scaling for
lowering the power consumption and heterogeneous processing units for reducing the execution time.
While these options showed to be effective already in the literature, the lack of energy-efficient software in practice suggests missing incentives for energy-efficient programming. In fact, programming
heterogeneous applications is a challenging task, due to different memory models of the underlying
processors and the requirement of using different programming languages for the same tasks. We
propose to use the Actor Model as a basis for efficient and simple programming, and extend it to run
seamlessly on either a CPU or a GPU. In a second step, we automatically balance the load between the
existing processing units. With heterogeneous actors we are able to save 40-80% of energy in comparison to CPU-only applications, additionally increasing programmability.
A performance evaluation of erasure coding libraries for cloud-based data stores – Research Presentation
Dorian Burihabwa (UniNE)
Date: June 3rd, 2016
Description: Erasure codes have been widely used over the last decade to implement reliable data
stores. They offer interesting trade-offs between efficiency, reliability, and storage overhead. Indeed,
a distributed data store holding encoded data blocks can tolerate the failure of multiple nodes while
requiring only a fraction of the space necessary for plain replication, albeit at an increased encoding
and decoding cost. There exists nowadays a number of libraries implementing several variations of
erasure codes, which notably differ in terms of complexity and implementation-specific optimizations.
Seven years ago, Plank et al. have conducted a comprehensive performance evaluation of open-source
erasure coding libraries available at the time to compare their raw performance and measure the impact of differ parameter configurations. In the present experimental study, we take a fresh perspective
at the state of the art of erasure coding libraries. Not only do we cover a wider set of libraries running
on modern hardware, but we also consider their efficiency when used in realistic settings for cloudbased storage, namely when deployed across several nodes in a data centre. Our measurements therefore account for the end-to-end costs of data accesses over several distributed nodes, including the
encoding and decoding costs, and shed light on the performance one can expect from the various
libraries when deployed in a real system. Our results reveal important differences in the efficiency of
the different libraries, notably due to the type of coding algorithm and the use of hardware-specific
optimizations.
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2.2
Visit focused on Big Data is Watching You: Privacy in the Cloud Computing Era
workshop
Two PhD students and two master students from UAIC were present at UniNE in a second advanced
internal specialization that took the form of a workshop. This workshop was organized independently
by the local doctoral programme of UniNE and was a good opportunity of combining with an advanced
specialization visit due to the presence of invited external experts. This created the opportunity for
various meetings and discussions focused on security of distributed systems both with member of
UniNE staff and as well with external invited speakers. Master students had a longer stay as part of the
co-supervision task T1.4 in WP1. The attended presentations were the following:
High-assurance cryptographic software in privacy-preserving applications
Dr. Manuel Barbosa (HASLab INESC/TEC, Portugal)
Date: September 20th, 2016
Description: There is a gap between theoretical security and practical implementations. Provable security gives strong guarantees that a cryptographic construction is secure against efficient black-box
adversaries in an abstract model of computation. Yet, implementations of provably secure constructions may be vulnerable to practical attacks, due to implementation errors, side-channels, or simply
due to a mismatch between the theoretical model and the real-world setting in which the implementation is used. The exploitation of such vulnerabilities is often reported in the media, but the true impact of these breaches on the privacy of end-users is often unknown, or very coarsely estimated. In
this talk we will revisit some illustrative examples of this gap, and we will look at different approaches
towards bridging it, including real world cryptography, computer-aided cryptography, and program
verification.
Searching over Encrypted Data
Dr. Florian Kerschbaum (SAP AG Germany)
Date: September 20th, 2016
Description: When outsourcing data one does not want to forego the possibility of efficient search. In
this talk I will review the basic constructions of search over encrypted data (property-preserving or
searchable encryption), relate them to efficiency in search (index construction) and review their leakage profile (i.e. what an attacker in the cloud may learn about the plaintexts).
Confidentiality-preserving processing with Sharemind: application, performance and practical aspects
Dr. Dan Bogdanov (Cybernetica, Estonia)
Date: September 20th, 2016
Description: I will introduce a model for data processing using secure multi-party technologies, then
quickly discuss some techniques and their capabilities (FHE, OPE, etc). Then I'll focus on secure computing based on secret sharing and our Sharemind implementation. I will explain how we implemented
a number of real-world applications and reached a reasonable performance in practice by redesigning
algorithms towards greater parallelization and privacy.
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Tell me how you move, I will tell you who you are: latest advances in location privacy protection mechanisms
Dr. Sonia Ben Mokhtar (CNRS, LIRIS/INSA Lyon, France)
Date: September 21st, 2016
Description: The widespread adoption of continuously connected smartphones and tablets drove the
adoption of mobile applications, among which many use location to provide a geo-located service. The
usefulness of these services is no more to be demonstrated; getting directions to work in the morning,
leaving a check-in at a restaurant at noon and checking next day's weather in the evening is possible
right from any mobile device embedding a GPS chip. In these applications, locations are sent to a
server, which uses them to provide personalized answers. However, nothing prevents the latter from
gathering, analyzing and possibly sharing the collected information. This opens the door for many
threats, as location information allows to infer sensitive information about users, among which one's
home, work place or even religious/political preferences. For this reason, many schemes have been
proposed these last years to enhance location privacy while still allowing people to enjoy geo-located
services. During this lecture, I will present the latest advances in location privacy protection mechanisms and give some insights on open challenges and under-explored questions.

3. External specialization and networking sessions
A number of six external events – conferences and workshops - were attended in the first project year
by three staff members and two PhD students of the coordinating institution. As targeted in Task T2.5,
the attendees had the opportunity to find out about latest research developments and also to initiate
contacts outside the consortium. These discussions with technical experts were also of consistent help
in composing the technical panel of speakers of the summer school organized as part of Task T3.1. The
attended events were selected according to criteria of being ranked as top tier conferences or based
on maximum opportunity to disseminate research activities of attendees and increase networking with
researchers working in the field of the project. Also, for optimizing traveling costs the focus was set
mostly on events taking place in Europe. We present further below, in chronological order, a brief
summary of attended events based on reports written by the attendees.
In addition to the participation of UAIC members, two members of the partner institutions also attended two external events on topics related to EBSIS, with the main purpose of acquiring knowledge
and creating synergies between different niches, as foreseen in Task T2.5. Two brief reports including
participation details are included in the final subsections below.

3.1

CryptoAction Symposium – Budapest, April 6-8, 2016

This report summarizes the highlights of attending the CryptoAction workshop organized in Budapest
between April 6-8 2016.
The symposium was held at Eötvös Lorand University Faculty of Humanities, Gólyavár Conference Center, Budapest in two simultaneous sessions in order to reach as many important topics as possible.
Dr. Claudio Orlandi, the CryptoAction Chair, introduced the plenary sessions, followed by the talks with
the topics: Formal Verification, Post-Quantum, Fairness, SideChannel, Primitives, Protocol Theory, Outsourcing and Authentication, Efficient Protocols, TLS and Subversion.
In the following we will present the highlights of the first two plenary sessions and details on additional
discussions with Dr. Ruxandra Olimid, one of the speakers about the security of some secret-sharing
schemes against mass surveillance.
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Bart Preneel: Crypto in a post-Snowden era
The first plenary session was held by Prof. Bart Preneel: Crypto in a post-Snowden era. The focus was
on timely privacy issues. The speaker underlined the importance of privacy and secure communication,
referring as particular case the policy valid in some countries to record all phone calls while in other
countries only the metadata and phone location are stored, and pointing out the attention this issue
received from the United States government.
A few of the key points in Preneel’s talk were referring the case of pervasive surveillance and active
anti-privacy attacks (also on innocent bystanders). It can be observed the focus movement from network security to systems security and the need to integrate measures with industrial policies.
A quick walkthrough of the most common logical strategy used by global organizations in privacy tampering was presented, following simple steps: if the plaintext cannot be obtained, the key will be first
requested. If the result is not satisfactory, methods to find the private key are applied. If still the private
key cannot be obtained, the public key is substituted, or the key generator is corrupted using a random
number generator that allows keys prediction (example, Dual-EC-DRBG). Following these steps it was
observed that passive eavesdroppers with consistent computational power can decrypt VPN traffic, a
reference being made to NSA, which apparently can (sometimes) break a series of protocols like
SSL/TLS, IPsec, SSH, PPTP, Skype.
The subject is of high interest and plenty of research has been conducted in order to find pertinent
solutions to this open problem of protecting privacy against mass surveillance.
Tancrede Lepoint: The Bumpy Ride of Multilinear Maps
Another interesting plenary was held in the second day by Dr. Tancrede Lepoint. An impressive review
of the research made so far in multilinear maps was presented. Between 2013 and 2015 there were
three candidate constructions, followed by the Indistinguishability Obfuscation (iO) results: two circuits C1 and C2 computing the same function and their obfuscations are computationally indistinguishable. Following, more than 15 attacks and breaks of the constructions in less than 4 years were released. The presentation was concluded with the transition from bilinear maps to multilinear maps
and the generalized Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem.
Ruxandra Olimid: Security of Linear Secret-Sharing Schemes Against Mass Surveillance
Another interesting talk was given by Dr. Ruxandra Olimid. In this work the authors accomplished the
formalization of linear secret-sharing schemes and analysed their resistance to mass surveillance. The
speaker presented the formalization they defined on the security notion that expresses the goal of the
attacker and the security notion that assures that a sharing scheme is secure against Algorithm-Substitution Attacks (ASAs). They also constructed the first secret sharing scheme that meets this notion.
Following the talk, a direct discussion was initiated with Dr. Ruxandra Olimid. Due to common topics
of interest with the EBSIS target research field, an opportunity appeared to invite her as a technical
speaker on the EBSIS Summer School event held in Sinaia, Romania on July 12-15, 2016. Therefore,
this counted as an important contribution to Task T3.1 in the Outreach activities work package.
Regarding other topics, Dr. Julien Francq discussed Lightweight Cryptography for RFID, a subject that
can be integrated in the practical works of the Introduction to Cryptography course in UAIC.
Another interesting talk that could be integrated in the student’s curriculum of the same practical
works was the one of Ludovic Perret and Tommaso Galiardoni on Post-Quantum Cryptography.
As a conclusion, participating on CryptoAction Symposium 2016 was a great opportunity to grow and
to meet new contacts in order to have further cooperation in the research activity.
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ACM EuroSys conference – London, UK, April 18-21, 2016

EuroSys is a highly ranked conference forum, with focus on multiple areas of systems research and
development. The event typically covers several workshops and tutorials, and a main conference track
where latest research in systems is presented. The conference has a direct link with the research field
of EBSIS, including multiple sessions that relate to the area of distributed systems and cloud (which
covers event based systems), and also correlated topics such as general security, distributed data-bases or systems architecture.
Highlights in EuroSys 2016:
CloudSuite 3.0 tutorial
A tutorial on CloudSuite 3.0 was attended. CloudSuite 3.0 is a benchmark suite for cloud services that
includes 8 types of benchmarks. These can be used for evaluating cloud infrastructures for their performance in executing a series of operations which are very common in offered services: data analytics
(based on the often used MapReduce paradigm), data caching (using the widely spread Memcached
caching server), data serving (that uses the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark), graph analytics (which
uses GraphX over the Spark platform), in-memory analytics (as well, running over Spark), media
streaming (using the Nginx web server), web search (relying on Apache Solr search engine framework)
and web serving (using Elgg, a social networking engine connected to backend databases). Besides its
direct purpose of acquiring knowledge on the benchmark suite, the tutorial also provided an opportunity to find about the solutions that are commonly used in cloud infrastructures (integrated with the
benchmarks). Considering the practical applicability, a discussion on the CloudSuite 3.0 benchmark
suite will be integrated in the Event Based Systems master course laboratory classes during the next
academic year. This should stimulate the interest of students towards large scale distributed systems
research topics.
Keynote talk on evolution of large malware datasets – part of the EuroSec workshop
As part of the sessions attended in the EuroSec workshop, collocated with the EuroSys conference a
particular keynote talk How high can you count? A peek into large malware datasets (Davide Balzarotti,
EURECOM) was of interest. In brief, this presented the evolution of large malware datasets over the
latest years, covering aspects as data collection and analysis. Although not directly related with the
topic of EBSIS, this provided a useful insight in the widening of the project area. One of the issues
emphasized during the talk consists in lack of collaboration of scientists working in fields of study that
intersect, in particular for this case data mining and security researchers. The trend explained shows
an exponential growth in stored malware data over the last years. Such data quantities require typically distributed processing for obtaining analysis scalability. Therefore, our conclusion is that we can
be observe a possible opening avenue of research in data stream mining on malware data, namely for
researchers in distributed systems.
The Multicore Systems session – part of the main conference track
The session included several presentations of latest research on multicore processing. Of particular
interest was the multi-core scheduler component. The Linux scheduler was subject of analysis and
testing in The Linux Scheduler: a Decade of Wasted Cores (J.P. Lozi et al.), work that discovered bugs
untreated for over a decade that cause cores to stay in idle while threads are queued for execution. As
implied in the presentation, the investigation covered in the article creates an interesting opening for
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further research on the issues. Other presented work, like Application-specific quantum for multi-core
platform scheduler (B. Teabe et al.) introduced a new version of a scheduler, tested in a virtualized
environment, which emphasized the necessity of allocating amounts CPU quantum time in relation
with the application type. Techniques related to the optimization of the scheduling component in a
system are of importance in the EBSIS targeted research area, relating directly with improving the vertical scalability in an event based system.
The Big Data session – part of the main conference track
Big Data is a research field strongly related to the EBSIS targeted field of event based systems, first
through the particular perspective of streamlined processing of massive event data quantities, or more
generally any Big Data processing service externalized in cloud environments. A paper presented during the session, particularly related to this niche was Flint: Batch-Interactive Data-Intensive Processing
on Transient Servers (P. Sharma et al.). The authors considered the case of transient servers, offered
nowadays as part of the infrastructure by various cloud providers, which can be revoked anytime causing faults due to necessary relocation of the services they run. However, these are a cheaper and therefore more interesting option economically for clients. The authors proposed a viable solution to alleviate these problems for a specific type of workloads, which they evaluated in an implementation over
the Spark platform. We consider this article particularly fit for future integration in the study curricula
for the master course of Event Based Systems in UAIC.
The Heterogeneous and Non-volatile Memory Systems session – part of the main conference track
Research on non-volatile memory (NVM) has received in the latest years an increase in interest from
the systems community, including applications in distributed computing. Such an aspect of interest is
for instance increasing vertical scalability at the level of a node in a distributed system. Several NVM
research papers have been presented in the session. In particular Data Tiering in Heterogeneous
Memory Systems (S.R. Dulloor et al.) discussed the latest approach of the researchers at Intel into devising an architecture for placement of data placement in memory in the context of using a combined
memory formed of both NVM and DRAM, enlarging therefore the available quantity of memory, while
maintaining lower costs.
The Operating Systems session – part of the main conference track
The session dedicated to operating systems included the best paper award attributed to A Study of
Modern Linux API Usage and Compatibility: What to Support When You’re Supporting (C.C. Tsai et al.).
This work presented an analysis of Linux API requirements by applications and libraries and proposed
as well metrics for determining the necessary support in a Linux distribution. The session was actually
dominated by work related to Unix based operating systems function support for development of
applications, another particular area of this topic being discussed also in POSIX Abstractions in Modern
Operating Systems: The Old, the New, and the Missing (V. Atlidakis et al.).
The Networks session – part of the main conference track
The session was focused on research regarding the network stack level in systems, covering a variety
of topics. This area relates directly with the low-level part of distributed systems, and in particular
event based systems too. Among the work included in this session, JUGGLER: A Practical Reordering
Resilient Network Stack for Datacenters (Y. Geng et al.) presented an alternative network stack to the
simple TCP standard that permits prioritizing and reordering packets when these are sent, without
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losing performance. Yoda: A Highly Available Layer-7 Load Balancer (R. Gandhi et al.) discussed a novel
distributed load-balancer-as-a-service approach that relies on decoupling TCP state and storing it
persistently in memory and reusing it between the distributed instances. NChecker: Saving Mobile App
Developers from Network Disruptions (X. Jin et al.) focused on a tool used in the detection of network
programming defects, a frequent category of errors made by novice programmers on platforms like
Android.
The Potpourri session – part of the main conference track
This session covered diverse topics, among which there was again work that relates to the security and
dependability areas of interest in EBSIS. On the Capacity of Thermal Covert Channels in Multicores (D.B.
Bartolini et al.) introduced an interesting analytical model on a less explored threat – the exploitation
of informationg given by temperature sensors in multicore processors. HAFT: Hardware-Assisted Fault
Tolerance (D. Kuvaiskii et al.) presented joint work of partner groups in TUD and UniNE on dependable
techniques developed at hardware level for ensuring fault tolerance.
The Concurrency session – part of the main conference track
The session included various work related to concurrency optimization. Such optimization helps improving vertical scalability in distributed systems, being an important topic of interest in the EBSIS project (that also relates to novel parts introduced the masters curricula). The first part of the session
focused on techniques related to improving the expressiveness and techniques related to use of transactional memory, a specific paradigm that simplifies programming for concurrent environments by
binding groups of instruction in atomic execution steps. Two articles extending mechanisms related to
transactional memory were presented: Type-Aware Transactions for Faster Concurrent Code (N.
Herman et al.) and Practical Condition Synchronization for Transactional Memory (C. Wang, M. Spear).
Hardware Read-Write Lock Elision (P. Felber et al.) presented work partly executed by the UniNE group
on the area of optimizing concurrent programming using hardware transactions.
The Cloud and cluster systems session – part of the main conference track
This session was directly related to the primary area of deployment of event based systems, which are
cloud infrastructures. Again, a variety of topics of interest were discussed. TetriSched: global
rescheduling with adaptive plan-ahead in dynamic heterogeneous clusters (A. Tumanov et al.), the
recipient of the best student paper award, presented a novel job scheduler approach that proved
better perfomance than the original solution on its integration over Hadoop YARN, one of the most
deployed cluster management solutions nowadays. Picocenter: Supporting long-lived, mostly-idle
applications in cloud environments (L. Zhang et al.) proposed a new design setting for cloud based
application, based on a process-like abstraction, situated between the well establihed Infrastructureas-a-Service and Platform-as-a-Service.
Networking and management activities
Attending EuroSys offered also the opportunity for creating new external contacts. Brief discussions
have been carried with various other researchers on topics of scientific interest. Also, Prof. Peter
Pietzuch (Imperial College London) was invited to the first EBSIS summer school as a lecturer, and
details on the lecture to be given have been discussed. Besides this activity, a short ad-hoc organized
meeting with a group lead by Prof. Joao Barreto (INESC-ID, Lisbon) has been attended with the purpose
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of discussing details on a COST action application submission centered on research related to nonvolatile memory (NVM), in the interest of expanding the research area in UAIC.
Finally, a short direct EBSIS management meeting was organized together with Prof. Pascal Felber
(UniNE) and Prof. Christof Fetzer (TUD) were several aspects have been discussed:
 dissemination in TUD systems engineering group of announcement for summer school
 organizing meeting with industry representatives during following block lectures sessions for
finding common matters of interest that might attract students for masters co-supervision
actions
 logistic issues related to staff from UniNE and TUD who will participate to the first EBSIS
summer school

3.3
32nd IEEE International Conference on Data Engineering – ICDE, Helsinki, Finland,
May 16-20, 2016
The ICDE conference, held in Helsinki between 16-20 of May 2016, is a leading forum for researchers,
practitioners, developers and users, aimed at addressing research issues in designing, building, managing, and evaluating advanced data systems and applications. The 2016 edition hosted a total of 5
keynotes, 8 tutorials, 2 panel sessions and 37 sessions dedicated to research papers, industrial applications and demos. Several tutorials and many of the conference sessions were strongly connected to
the subject of the Twinning project, dealing with Streams and Sensor Networks, Cloud Computing and
Database-as-a-Service, Big Data and Data-Warehousing System Architectures, Data Integration,
Metadata Management and Interoperability, Temporal, Uncertain and Probabilistic Data.
Highlights in ICDE 2016:
Tutorial on Scalable Data Management: NoSQL Data Stores in Research and Practice
The tutorial offered a comprehensive overview and an in-depth analysis on the existing NoSQL databases, providing a comparative classification.
Parts of the tutorial will serve as basis for an introductory lecture on NoSQL databases within the Databases course taught in the second year of undergraduate studies. Such a lecture taught in the final
part of the course would highlight the challenges imposed by the huge amounts of (non)structured
data produced today at high speed which generates the need for scalable distributed data management with non-relational systems. The whole discussion will be conducted relative to the relational
model, introducing some alternative data models met in NoSQL systems (key-value stores, wide-column stores, document databases, graph databases), contrasting concepts as “strong consistency” vs.
“eventual consistency” and properties as ACID vs. BASE.
The in-depth analysis on NoSQL systems presented in the tutorial provides ideas that will be incorporated in the Big Data Analytics course taught for graduate students: partitioning models (hash-based,
range-based, entity group sharding), consistency levels, storage management, indexing, replication are
some concepts that need thorough understanding, with links to specific NoSQL systems. The tutorial
culminated with a ”No SQL decision tree” – a necessary guide (in this “database explosion” era) to
choosing the most appropriate system for a specific application, designed by taking into account all
the capabilities of the most popular database systems.
Tutorial on Indoor data management
This tutorial was of particular interest for the EBSIS project as intelligent houses can use complex event
processing at the level of the mediator service for analyzing event data received from sensors placed
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inside a building in order to perform automated functionalities. Indoor applications range from emergency and public services to in-store advertising, tracking, and personalized applications. The tutorial
provided an overview of the existing research in this area with a focus on data management covering
modelling (with a focus on the distance aware model), cleansing, indexing indoor space data, handling
uncertain indoor data and analytics for indoor positioning data.
Tutorial on Scaling Up Truth Discovery: From Probabilistic Inference to Misinformation Dynamics
The tutorial addressed an important problem in the era of Big Data when we deal with a combination
of factual and opinion data that comes from heterogeneous sources: estimating the veracity of data.
The focus was on reviewing algorithms for truth discovery from structured and unstructured data
(Agreement based methods, MAP Estimation based Methods, Analytical Methods, Bayesian Methods)
and on modelling misinformation dynamics in complex networks.
Blocking for Large-Scale Entity Resolution tutorial
The tutorial addressed a crucial task for the integration of overlapping information sources, presenting
techniques scalable in the context of Big Data which are based on the concept of Blocking, and introducing a framework that offers a suite of blocking methods for benchmarking which can be accessed
by our students for the purpose of evaluation and future algorithmic enhancements.
Sessions of the main conference track
The research sessions on “Data Streams”, “Parallel and Distributed Big Data Processing”, “Analytics on
Big Data” and “Data Explorations and Event Analytics” featured interesting topics related to the EBSIS
subjects, like fault-tolerance techniques for stream processing engines, join algorithms that must deal
with the disorder within input streams which is caused by network delay and parallel processing, load
balancing in distributed stream processing systems, building a regular model over activities/events
from multiple time units and identifying irregular events in sequences. Several papers provided new
ideas to extend the personal previous research conducted in the framework of Projection Pursuit towards scalable algorithms for Big Data processing: the paper “Input Selection for Fast Feature Engineering” proposes a way to accelerate feature engineering through intelligent input selection (idea
which could reduce feature evaluation in the pursuit of linear projections), “MuVE: Efficient MultiObjective View Recommendation for Visual Data Exploration” proposes a multi-objective perspective
for capturing the impact of binning on the utility of visualizations of numerical data (the authors designed their system for visualizing the distribution of data attributes but their framework could be
extended with PP algorithms to find and visualize hidden factors), “Visualization-Aware Sampling for
Very Large Databases” proposes a visualization-inspired loss function for choosing samples in data to
generate visualizations in interactive timescales (idea which could be implemented in a PP framework
for Big Data to reduce the required time to render meaningful projections in data).
Keynotes in the main conference track
Several keynotes provided inspiring insights into the world of Databases and Big Data Analytics. In his
talk entitled “Beyond Rows and Columns: Is the Fourth Time the Charm” Michael J. Carey reviewed in
a fresh and original manner the most important developments in the history of database management
systems, starting with the relational databases, continuing with object-oriented databases, object-relational databases and XML databases as three attempts to address “the impedance mismatch” between applications and databases, and ending up with his view on “the fourth attempt” in the form of
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NoSQL databases; several of the author’s ideas fit very well in the courses on databases. Bruce
Momjian presented several extensions of the popular Postgres DBMS to handle typical NoSQL demands in his keynote entitled “Postgres Battles NoSQL Hype and Future Challenges”. Other keynotes
discussed (with examples) the role of deep learning to give a meaning and structure to raw data and
addressed the need for data rotting or distilling for the sake of data management and responsiveness
in the era of Big Data.
To conclude, attending the ICDE conference offered the opportunity to stay up-to-date with the latest research directions into the areas of Event Based Systems and Big Data Analytics and brought
new important insights into these fields, which will serve to enrich and update the content of existing
courses and to extend the research directions.

3.4
46th IEEE/IFIP International Conference on Dependable Systems and Networks –
DSN, Toulouse, France, June 28 – July 1, 2016
The annual IEEE/IFIP Dependable Systems and Networks conference is the primary annual forum focused on dependability of distributed systems, which is one of the core interests of the EBSIS project.
The event of this year included a tutorials track besides the main conference track, which awarded
participants certificates of specialized training in dependability of systems.
Highlights of attending DSN
Protection and Exercising Recovery against Large Scale Outages on the Cloud tutorial
A full day tutorial was attended covering methodologies for providing recovery against cloud infrastructure failures. An introduction was given on concepts and metrics related to resiliency provisioning
on cloud platforms. Afterwards, the tutorial continued with four hands-on exercises, for which the
audience was split in groups working on various tasks. The first exercise included a theoretical use case
of analyzing the business impact of a potential resiliency solution. The setting of a fictional company
setting was presented, where a potential outage should be handled with tolerable impact in the normally ongoing business processes. The audience had to assess the company’s critical business processes and their resiliency requirements, in particular the maximum tolerable outage duration and
data loss. Afterwards, the processes had to be decomposed in supporting applications for which their
IT requirements had to be identified. Finally, a mapping between the applications and the necessary
IT infrastructure has been established and the audience had to identify the minimum cost of a resiliency solution applied to this infrastructure that met the company resiliency objectives. The following
three exercises were executed in a practical environment over a setting simulating the fail over of a
virtual machine workload from a primary site prone to outage to a target site. Each of the three exercises covered a different type of replication: block-level, file-level and log-based relying on different
tools or mechanisms: IBM Softek Transparent Data Migration Facility, rsync and respectively the logging supported by MySQL. The fail over simulation was followed in each case by a failback simulation.

Measuring Resiliency through Field Data: Techniques, Tools and Challenges tutorial
A full day tutorial was attended on topics related to usage of logged or collected data in providing
resiliency measures. The tutorial was composed of three main sessions. The first session introduced
the main concepts related to field data analysis. The typical methodology applied in practice was presented including a summary description of the three main phases of the process: data collection, data
filtering and finally data analysis. A summary of research trends was presented as well as an incursion
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in the industry practices. The final part of the session concluded with an overview and comparison of
logging techniques. The second session focused on anomaly detection in the context of a use case
targeting wireless networks vulnerabilities. An overview of types of anomalies in collected network
data and of variants of anomaly detection methodologies was given. As part of this a summary description of self-organizing maps (a type of unsupervised neural networks) was presented, completed with
a related overview of visual analytics over the data. The session was ended with a hands-on interactive
module using a set of R scripts on a provided virtual machine for the purpose of practical demonstration of the discussed analytics methodology. The third session of the tutorial was focused on logs data
analysis. A brief introduction was give presenting the role of the dictionary in this type of analysis as
well as an overview of the failure behaviour in respect to logs. Most of the session was dedicated to a
hands on simulation of failure detection using R scripts over a log test dataset.
Malware session of the main conference track
The session included presentations on development regarding malware study in the context of dependable systems. One of the presented papers directly related to research applied in a distributed
environment was Measuring the Role of Greylisting and Nolisting in Fighting Spam (F. Pagani et al.)
discussing two of the most common measures of counteracting spam. Although very often applied to
prevent e-mail spam apparently no comprehensive investigation was done regarding the effectiveness,
which was discussed as part of the presentation. Both techniques rely on the fact that many spam
botnets are not standard compliant and impose a particular standardized design of mail delivery that
would prevent corresponding non-compliant spam. The rate of success of the measures and also the
drawbacks were discussed. As a synthetic conclusion it was determined that despite the simplicity and
the age both measures are still effective counteracting more than 70% of the global spam, but also
was proven that especially greylisting causes issues related to normal e-mail delivery.
Encryption and Security vs. Performance session of the main conference track
The session covered research related to trade-offs implied by securing systems. Of particular interest
was the article Rekeying for Encrypted Deduplication Storage (J. Li et al.). The article presented REED,
a solution for rekeying encrypted data in secure storage systems that rely on the keys and the encryption scheme to permit deduplication (elimination of data with redundant content) on ciphertexts. The
presentation was interesting in particular due to the similarities of the problem with an issue encountered in secure publish/subscribe systems (a principal direction in the event based systems research
pursued in the EBSIS consortium). In both contexts rekeying invalidates the stored encrypted data,
which in a naïve solution should be re-encrypted at source with the new key and re-stored. Therefore,
in both contexts seems desirable to avoid this by using a specific rekeying solution. Although the necessary operations that should be supported on the encrypted data in the two cases fundamentally
differ, a major similarity that could be observed in the presentation and referenced in further research
is the argument of the overhead imposed by the naïve solution.
Network Security session of the main conference track
The network security session included two presentations. DomainProfiler: Discovering Domain Names
Abused in Future (D. Chiba et al.) focused on DNS abuses by proposing a system for prediction of malicious domain name use based on temporal variation patterns. FTP: The Forgotten Cloud covered a
very interesting overview of the current state of the existing FTP servers in the Internet. It was concluded that despite the age of the protocol there is still a significant amount of traffic generated by
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public servers, which are targeted by specific attacks. Several relevant case studies were conducted
showing the particular problems.
Dissemination of activity in UAIC and other activities
An important aspect of attending the DSN conference was presenting the paper “Towards Scalable
and Dependable Privacy Preserving Publish/Subscribe Systems”. The paper was peer-reviewed and accepted in the main conference Fast Abstracts track. Attending DSN was therefore also an opportunity
for disseminating latest research in UAIC, besides the main specialization role of the action. Also, taking
advantage of the geographical proximity, following the DSN conference a one-day management meeting was organized at University of Neuchatel with the main purpose of discussing details on incoming
organization of the EBSIS summer school.

3.5
20th International Conference on Knowledge-Based and Intelligent Information &
Engineering Systems – KES, York, UK, September 5-7, 2016
A member of UAIC attended the KES-2016 conference with partial support from the EBSIS project
(transportation costs coverage) between 5 and 7 September 2016. The participation was focused on
creating synergies between different areas of research, namely finding common points between the
main scientific topic in EBSIS – distributed event based systems and information engineering, which
can benefit of the use of distributed architectures for processing optimization.
The conference schedule included several parallel session tracks. One of these was the Natural Language Processing section, where also a presentation on an image retrieval system has been given.
Questions related to the system architecture and performance were discussed. Optimization of such
systems is essential in the context in which users today prefer more quick solutions, even if they have
a lower accuracy, instead of the accurate systems, if these require too much time.
New techniques for optimization were presented in one of the attended sessions: Large-Scale Systems
in Engineering. This included presentations that exploit the tremendous potential of Cloud-based solutions or solutions based on service oriented architecture. Authors detailed how large volumes of
resources can be exploited more effectively using semantic pre-processing by using structuring information in a way that makes effective subsequent searches. This was discussed in the common nowadays context of large available information feeds of any kind (in social networks, on TV, in newspapers,
on the Internet, the radio, the online streaming, etc.), which requires techniques that handle quickly
and effectively such information. Such technical details are of interest in many fields, including within
the EBSIS targeted area of distributed event based systems.
Following the participation in the conference an involvement in the master theses co-supervision included in Task T1.4 was considered on a topic concerning reliable storage that lies at the intersection
of information systems engineering and distributed systems.

3.6
23rd ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security – CCS, Vienna,
Austria, October 24-28, 2016
The annual ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security conference is the major forum of the ACM focused on systems security, area of interest in the EBSIS project. The event of this
year included various parallel tracks covering a very large area of systems security and cryptography.
Also a tutorials track presenting various aspects relevant in the fields of distributed systems and event
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based systems was part of the program. Besides a clear value in respect to discovering possible solutions on research issues and new openings, almost all the attended sessions summarized below also
included information that can and will be integrated in master classes for dissemination to senior students (in particular in the Network Security and Event Based Systems classes).
Highlights of attending CCS 2016:
Keynotes in the main conference track
Professor Martin Hellman, the ACM Turing Award Winner of 2015 (equivalent of Nobel prize in Computer Science) gave a keynote on Cybersecurity, Nuclear Security, Alan Turing, and Illogical Logic that
overviewed the issues encountered in the early development of Diffie-Hellman one of the most used
key exchange protocols, as well as in more general areas like public key cryptography.
Professor Ross Anderson from University of Cambridge gave a keynote on the theme of Is it practical
to build a truly distributed payment system?. The presentation covered both technical aspects as well
as social aspects on the efforts of implementing a distributed GSM communication-based payment
system (DigiTally) in third world countries.
Security on Wheels tutorial
The tutorial on Security on Wheels: Security and Privacy for Vehicular Communication Systems was of
interest especially in the context of a potential collaboration with the automotive sector. UAIC has
established ties with Continental automotive, one of the largest industrial software suppliers in this
niche. A part of the tutorial was attended describing the basic techniques in vehicular networks for
enforcing privacy requirements as tagging pseudonyms to vehicles for un-linkability, but providing signature verification for attestation of information provided in traffic. Performance concerns were presented too including trade-offs where the obtained security degree is lower for attaining a practical
feasible service. The area of event based systems is highly related with this topic through its natural
link with IoT technologies.
The CryptoCurrencies Special tutorial
The attended tutorial had three parts given by different speakers, all covering various topics related to
crypto currencies with a particular focus on the most used currency, Bitcoin. The first part
Cryptographic Currencies Crash Course, essentially covered basic notions about the blockchain
mechanism used by Bitcoin and also discussed several problems and attacks. This was followed by the
second part Introduction to Credit Networks that expanded the discussion to other categories of
electronic payment systems such as Ripple. Finally, the last session of the tutorial On the Security and
Scalability of Bitcoin’s Blockchain returned to discussing an extensive list of specific attacks performed
on Bitcoin ranging from dual payment, malicious activities that permits getting extra advantage in
controlling the system for specific peers („miners”) involved in maintaining Bitcoin’s blockchain, eclipse
attacks that combine more attack directions, and others. This final part also focused on the scalability
issues and open challenges. Among these were enumerated the high latencies compared to other
systems used in financial transactions, as well as a decrease in the real level of decentralization
generated by the appartenence of many worker peers to a reduced number of groups involved in the
chain maintenance. We believe the series of tutorials were extremely interesting in the EBSIS context
due to the distributed nature of the mechanisms discussed, revealing several potential new avenues
of research were current accumulated expertise could be applied.
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The Privacy and Security in the Genomic Era tutorial
The attended tutorial focused on a topic which is apparently orthogonal to the target field of EBSIS:
privacy preservation of medical records resulted from human genome sampling. However, we found
the presented information to be interesting due to several points of intersection with current issues
we face in event bases systems research activity, like externalization of services operating on sensitive
data in cloud infrastructures that do not offer privacy guarantees and also the necessity of finding
scalable solutions viable for operations on large data amounts which result from genome sampling. In
particular one suggestion given by the speakers for securing a part of the operation chain the genome
sampling process is the usage of secure hardware. We find this to be an interesting topic for
investigating in relation with the latest additions of SGX instructions to Intel processors, which were
apparently not used yet in such applications.
The Access Control conference session
This attended session included the article Mix&Slice: Efficient Access Revocation in the Cloud (E. Bacis
et al.) that was particularly interesting in the context of EBSIS. The paper focused on an access revocation technique applied on cloud based resources. The technique shares very interesting common
points with previous work done by the consortium members in the area of event based systems. It
relies on updating specific parts of the resource that renders it inaccessible to revoked users, but still
accessible to the rest. The current prototype relied on changes performed on one of the most common
block ciphers, AES. We plan investigating in future research if any insight can be gained for applying
similar techniques on more specific encryption schemes used in event based systems. The premises of
the article also confirmed one of the previous findings of EBSIS consortium members that a resource
re-encryption at original host and upload to a cloud infrastructure is a costly operation and as the
presented solution provides, another mechanism for handling users revocation should be used.
The Blockchain conference sessions
The attended session included the paper A secure Sharding Protocol for Open Blockchains in which the
authors describe a new distributed agreement protocol for permission-less blockchains. Compared to
Bitcoin's blockchain protocol, which does not scale (it processes 3-7 transaction per second, irrespective of the available computation capacity), the new protocol scales transactions almost linearly with
the available computation available by mining. This is achieved by partitioning the mining network in
smaller committees. Each committee is processing a disjoint set of transactions and a final committee
is aggregates the final results. Another interesting paper presented, is On the instability of Bitcoin Without the Block Reward. The authors study what will happen when miners will not receive rewards for
mining a block and will only receive transaction fees. They show that the lack of this incentive, results
in an equilibrium with undesirable security and performance properties.
The Attacks on Ciphers conference session
The attended session included one of the Best Paper Award presentations in the conference A Systematic Analysis of the Juniper Dual EC Incident (S. Checkoway et al.) documenting a real case of code
corruption in the operating system of Juniper routers, a common equipment used in distributed platforms, in particular for setting up virtual private networks. The presentation was a very interesting
example of reverse engineering, detailing the multiple phases taken in a systematic analysis of the
case.
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The Side-Channel Attacks conference session
The attended session included the paper Covert Channels through Random Number Generator:
Mechanisms, Capacity Estimation and Mitigations, that describes a method for two processes to
communicate without suppervision. In order to create this channel, the authors used the the random
number generator module available on modern processors. The authors showed that this channel
works across CPU cores and across virtual machines. Also, they proposed a series of approaches, in
hardware and software, in order to mitigate this channel.
The Order-Revealing and Searchable Encryption conference session
The attended session included several presentations covering latest research in searchable and order
preserving encryption, a particular niche of criptography which has consistent applications in the
database field and also elements that apply in event based communication platforms like publish
subscribe systems. Several highlights of the session were: an optimized version of order preserving
encryption presented in POPE: Partial Order Preserving Encoding (D.S. Roche et al.) that proposed an
encryption scheme relying on the used of B-trees for obtaining scalability and maintaing an acceptable
level of security (with the drawback of being applicable in environments were range queries are
seldom); a study over generic leaks in a large category of schemes presented in What Else is Revealed
by Order-Revealing Encryption? (F.B. Durak et al.) highlighted intereting issues like disclosure of
information when the queried records contain more than one field for which the order was preserved
(apparently resulting in an effect similar to ECB encryption of revealing information due to the shape
of the space where the ciphertext is mapped); finally Order-Revealing Encryption: New Constructions,
Applications, and Lower Bounds (K. Lewi and D. Wu) proposed a novel scheme achieving a higher level
of security and being more scalable than existing solutions. We believe the latter mentioned article
might be actually a potential candidate for adapting to securing event streaming, which is inherently a
difficult problem that we have included in the future research topics targeted by the attendees in UAIC.
The Passwords conference session
The attended session included a paper An Empirical Study of Mnemonic Sentence-based Password Generation Strategies that studies the security of the following mnemonic strategy: choose a memorable
sentence, abbreviate the words and combine them to form a password. They evaluate six variants of
this mnemonic strategy and compared them against a control group. Also, they evaluated the usability
of two variants. The study shows that combining explicit instructions of choosing a personalized sentence and the inclusion of corresponding examples increases the security of the corresponding passwords, without a negative impact regarding usability. Another paper, On the Security of Cracking-Resistant Password Vaults, describes an attack against cracking-resistant password vaults. Password vault
are a database that stores passwords and that is protected by a master password. In order to make
password vaults cracking resistant, the following mechanism is used: if a wrong password is used the
vault outputs a plausible looking database. Since most sites have a limit on the maximum number of
wrong passwords per day, this mechanism translates the security from the offline to the online. The
paper demonstrates that the fundamental problem, regarding this attack, is in the way the natural
language is encoded. They propose an adaptive encoding that substantially limits this attack.
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The Attacks using a Little Leakage session
The attended session focused mostly on attacks over order-preserving and order-revealing schemes,
or more generally property preserving cryptographic mechanisms. The highlights in this session were:
Generic Attacks on Secure Outsourced Databases (G. Kellaris et al.) presented an attack vector
approach based on access patterns and transactions volume characteristics that can ve applied on any
category of the above mentioned schemes; Breaking Web Applications Built On Top of Encrypted Data
also targeted generally applications using property preserving encryption (even defining these as
BoPETs), but mostly focused on attacks on Mylar, one of the most recent and popular solutions of
securing web applications in distributed cloud environments, one of the high interest topics in the
EBSIS technical field.
The DSA/ECDSA session
The attended session included two papers, ECDSA Key Extraction from Mobile Devices via Nonintrusive
Physical Side Channels and Make Sure DSA Signing Exponentiations Really Are Constant-Time, that use
side-channel techniques in order to extract full DSA/ECDSA keys. The first paper uses electromagnetic
and power side-channel attacks against OpenSSL and CoreBitcoin running on iOS devices and the second uses cache-based side-channel attacks against OpenSSL.
We consider that the participation in CCS 2016 had a very significant importance in developing the
research capacity related to the EBSIS technical field. The technical details in the sessions summarized
above opened new perspectives on research and were useful in identifying new multiple topics that
can be integrated in the curriculum of UAIC for senior students in order to stimulate their research
activity related to event based systems security and also other correlated security aspects.
Moreover, networking activity was also a part of participating to CCS 2016. In particular an informal
discussion was held with Prof. Tudor Dumitraş (University of Maryland, USA) concerning the possibility
of sending students in UAIC for internships at University of Maryland, which we consider a potential
useful activity for additional expertise development.

3.7

2nd STREAM Workshop – Washington, D.C. USA, March 22-23, 2016

A member of TUD attended the second of two STREAM workshop events
(http://streamingsystems.org) which took place from 22nd to 23rd March 2016 in Washington, D.C.
USA, with the main scope of acquiring knowledge and creating synergies needed in the context of the
EBSIS project, as foreseen in Task T2.5. The topics covered at the workshop ranged from programming
models, research challenges, application requirements as well as dependability aspects in the area of
stream processing systems.
The main objective for the attendance of the workshop was to identify potential new trends in the
area of event-based/stream processing systems that served as new material for enriching the block
lectures held in summer 2016 in Iași. The schedule of the workshop included over 30 presentations
that covered the use of streaming platforms, a primary category of event based systems, in a large
variety of scientific niches ranging from big data and video transmission to cosmology, astronomy and
physics.
Furthermore, the participation in the workshop led also to the dissemination of the following
short/white paper: “Elastic and Secure Energy Forecasting in Cloud Environments”. The presentation
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was well perceived by the audience and led to a number of interesting follow up discussions, and established future collaboration between TU Dresden and Prof. Carlos Varela from RPI in Troy, NY.

3.8
ACM/IFIP/USENIX Middleware conference and 15th workshop on Adaptive and Reflective Middleware, Trento Italy, December 12-16, 2016
A member of UniNE attended the ACM/IFIP/USENIX Middleware conference in Trento, Italy in the context of the project.
The objective of the attendance was to get updates on recent trends and achievements in the domain
of middleware systems and in particular in event-based and publish/subscribe systems, and dependability aspects. These aspects will be integrated in future block lectures that will be given in the second
year of the project. The choice of the Middleware conference, a premier venue in the field of distributed computer systems, was driven by its particularly rich content on topics directly related to the core
of the EBSIS project. In particular, we can cite the following works that will be integrated and discussed
in block lectures and in visits between UniNE and UAIC:
 Dynamic Load Balancing for Ordered Data-Parallel Regions in Distributed Streaming Systems,
by Schneider et al. from IBM
 Atum: Scalable Group Communication Using Volatile Groups, by Guerraoui et al. from EPFL and
Inria
 Geo-Distribution of Flexible Business Processes over Publish/Subscribe Paradigm, by Jergler et
al., TU Munchen and IBM
 Big ideas paper: Policy-driven middleware for a legally-compliant Internet of Things, by Singh
et al., University of Cambridge, Harvard and University of Otago, New Zealand.
 Online Scheduling for Shuffle Grouping in Distributed Stream Processing Systems, by University
of Nantes, CNRS, and university of Rome.
 Locality-Aware Routing in Stateful Streaming Applications, by Caneil et al. from University of
Grenoble, France
We note that several of these works are originated from university located in Europe and we will consider the senior authors for seminars and presentations in the context of EBSIS. The representative of
EBSIS initiated exchanges with each of these groups in order to increase the probability that these
invitations will be successful. The conference was also an occasion to invite some of the envisioned
lecturers for the EBSIS summer school in the second year, where a direct contact is preferred for the
same reasons.
Furthermore, the following works originated from members of the project were presented at the conference and will be integrated (or have already been integrated) in the series of seminar organized by
EBSIS at UAIC:
 SecureKeeper: Confidential ZooKeeper using Intel SGX, by Brenner et al. from TU Braunschweig,
TU Dresden and Imperial College London
 Secure Content-Based Routing Using Intel Software Guard Extensions, by Pires et al. from UniNE
In addition to the attendance at the conference, the UniNE representative organized and chaired the
15th edition of the ARM workshop on Adaptive and Reflective Middleware, which has been associated
with Middleware since 2000. Note that the organization of the workshop did not receive any specific
funding from EBSIS. The ARM workshop is highly linked with the topics of the project, in particular on
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dependability and scalability. Further, members of the project organized the 1st Workshop on System
Software for Trusted Execution, which discussed the use of trusted execution environment for increasing security in cloud computing systems. The SysTex workshop was sponsored by two other EU H2020
projects, SERECA and SecureCloud. It did not use any funding from EBSIS, but was also an occasion to
establish a network around secure hardware and security that we believe will prove useful for EBSIS in
the two coming years.
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